As writers we will:
As performers we will:


Read and write play scripts.



Learn lyrics to sing, developing
tone and pitch in voice.



Develop skills to write descriptively.

As geographers we will:



Write to inform and entertain.





Use quality of texts to inspire writing.



Create biographies.

As computer wizards
we will:

As designers we will:

Create digital art.



Journey of learning:
To seek facts before
forming opinions, and
raise questions about the
wonders of life.

Year 5 and Year 6



Develop sketching techniques.



Follow recipes to create
savoury dishes.

Summer 2019

Magical Mysteries
Our key texts will be: A Wizard of Earthsea by Ursula K.
Le Guin, The Tempest by William Shakespeare, and
Journey by Aaron Becker.

As mathematicians we will:


Convert between different units of metric
measure.



Understand and use approximate equivalences.



Explore local maps and develop map
reading skills.

Use all four operations to solve problems involving measure.



Calculate perimeter and area.



Statistics.



Geometry and properties of shapes. (Y6)

As scientists we will:


Explore the mysteries of
Earth and space (Y5).



Work scientifically to progress enquiry skills.



Exploring changes in animals, including humans.



Light.

As philosophers we will:


Analyse symbols and explore their
meanings.



Answering big questions.

Extended learning:
A visit to the Globe Theatre in
Stratford Upon Avon.

As writers we will:
As performers we will:


Learn lyrics to sing,

developing tone and pitch in
voice.
As computer scientists we will:



Develop skills to write descriptively.



Write to inform and entertain.



Use quality of texts to inspire writing.



Create biographies.

Import and edit audio to
record a story and add
sound effects.



Journey of learning:
To learn about people who

Year 5

Summer 2019

As historians we will:
Research important figures
who have inspired people



today.

As artists we will:
Look at Pop Art and
create some of our own.


Heroes and

inspire us, and
appreciate every-day heroes.

As scientists we will:

Our key texts will be: Dragonology, Stormbreaker by
Anthony Horowitz, and 101 Things to Do to
As mathematicians we will:
Become a Superhero,or Evil Genius by

Add, subtract and multiply fractions Richard Horne and Helen Szirtes and Inside
the villains

Understand and use approximate
equivalences.


Use all four operations to solve problems involving measure.



Calculate perimeter and area.



Statistics.



Interpret graphs and table

As musicians we will:


Listen to theme tunes and
create our own.



Explore the mysteries of
Earth and space.



Work scientifically to
progress enquiry skills.



Exploring changes in
animals, including
humans.

Extended learning:
Bell boating experience

